

































potrayed  in   the   literary   text   is   lost  on   these  students  who was  observed   responding   to
1
There’ s   Been   a   Death   in   the   Opposite   House  by   Emily   Dickinson.   Deviations   and
differences   of   the   culture   in   the   text   to   their   own   culture   hampered   these   students’
understanding. As a result, students’  comprehension and motivation to read the text will
decline because the  t`ext might remain a  m`ystery’  to the reader’  (Delanoy, 1991) in spite of
the teacher’ s attempts at foregrounding the cultural background of the text. This may prove
to be a heavy burden on the teachers whom themselves may find the culture of the text alien
to   them.  Would  it   not  be  much  simpler  and more  practical   to   select   literary   texts   that
depicted the students own culture?
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Using   literature   as   a   resource   in   the   ESL   classroom   has   to   take   several   factors   into
consideration, such as learner’s  language proficiency and the specialized manner in which







































it   is accepted and used in many Malaysian texts because of the emotions that  the word
evokes in the reader. Other than that, the use of the word Kakak or Abang to show respect









































world   in   [their]   heads”   (Smith,   1978b,   p.69)   can   compensate   for   it.   As   a   result,
comprehension of the text read may be achieved. 
































were   specifically   chosen   to   represent   culturally   familiar   and   unfamiliar   texts.   T`hink­







participants’  comprehension of literary texts. In the participants’  actual responses  to the
literary texts selected for this study, it was evident that culturally familiar setting did not



























Cultural   familiarity   to   a   certain   extent   did   facilitate   the   participants’   comprehension.
Culturally familiar characters and subject matter allowed students to relate and respond to



































some   level   of   comprehension   first.   If   the   initial   stage  of   comprehending   the   text  was
achieved students would enjoy reading about culturally familiar characters or subject matter













Cultural   factors   should  have  a  place   in   text   selection  for   the  ESL literature  classroom.
Students may explore culturally familiar texts more `intimately’  than culturally unfamiliar
texts, because the culture embedded in the text is not an alien culture. However students’
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